Keynotes & Workshops Outline

Programmes by The Speaking Factory

NEED TO FIND AN ENGAGING, INSPIRING & INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE SPEAKER?
Speaking at ‘Ideas & Inspiration Conference 2018’

Click Here to Watch Hazriq Speaks

Clients have engaged Hazriq Idrus as a Speaker, Workshop Leader, and Consultant
for their teams, conferences and learning events both locally and internationally.

Contact us at:
Email: info@thespeakingfactory.com | Phone: (65) 6679 5820
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INTRODUCING: HAZRIQ IDRUS
Author, Keynote & Conference Speaker, Workshop Leader & Consultant
Hazriq Idrus is a stage actor turned Professional Speaker who specialises in the areas of
Creative Leadership & Communications. He is a man on a mission - to help leaders & their
teams connect, collaborate & co-create effectively by unlocking their creative potentials. As
a speaker and workshop leader, Hazriq uses interactive theatre improvisation approaches in
his delivery that creates a high-energy presentation. This unique approach ensures that
audiences will be engaged and more open to unconventional learning techniques/ strategies.

His topics are highly customised to develop skills & human transformation
• Powered by Creativity: Creating a Workplace Culture that Fuels Collaboration & Productivity
• The ‘Language’ of Creativity: How to Get Unstuck in Business, Career, & Life
• Improv(ise) & Innovate!: A Hybrid Creative Problem Solving through ‘Play’ & Design-Thinking
• Powered by ‘Play’: Facilitating High Energy Training Sessions & Meetings
• The Stage Fright Antidote!: Speaking & Engaging the Audience with Impact
• How to Confidently Host, Emcee & Moderate Events with Style

What other professionals have said about Hazriq
"... Hazriq had a wonderful presence as a speaker who easily engaged the audience with his 'Language
of Creativity' message. His timing was spot on with this TEDx style presentation which helped me as
MC keep our event on track… I highly recommend Hazriq to speak at your future events."
~ Rob Salisbury CSP | Corporate Events MC | Global Speaker, Australia
“… And so the time came and I found myself delivering my simple message … I grabbed that mic and
I started talking! I thought I was going to get very nervous, but I didn’t!… And for that, I have to
Thank You Hazriq … for teaching me such a simple & fun way of speaking in public."
~ Maitte Cruz | Counsellor | Singapore

A selection of Hazriq’s books
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POWERED BY CREATIVITY
Unlocking the Power of Creative Leadership
that Drives Team Collaboration & Growth

Synopsis

Creativity is often a skill that is associated with people in arts, design and
media, but what if there’s a way to unlock it for everyone? In this rapidly
changing world, the role of creativity in leadership is vital to survive and thrive
in our professional capacity. The good news is, creativity is within all of us,
and unlocking it begins with the language that we use regularly. Changing our
language will change our creative energy. Discover more as Hazriq shares not
only about the misconception of creativity, but also the elements that form the
foundation of a positive, adaptive and collaborative team culture.

Key Learning Outcomes
▪ Identify and overcome the misconception of creativity that gets in the way
of team collaboration
▪ Embrace the ‘Language’ of Creativity - a core element adapted from theatre
improvisation - that helps to enhance personal creativity mindset
▪ Foster the elements of creative leadership at the workplace to drive team
collaboration, innovation & growth

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•

Junior Executives to Senior Managers
Corporate Teams
Human Resources
Entrepreneurs & Business Owners
Organisational Developments

Programme Format
Keynote
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HIGH IMPACT PRESENTATIONS

Strategies to Build Your Presentation Confidence & Presence

Synopsis

This highly interactive workshop offers a fresh approach to end nervousness
and stage fright when presenting in front of an audience. It is a combination of
Basic Acting & Theatre Improvisation 101 that will give you the tools and basics
you need to deliver engaging presentations at the workplace.
Based on the book “The Stage Fright Antidote!”, this programme is not your
typical ‘presentation skills’ workshop. It is like an extravaganza of sorts with a
mix of experiences. You will reinforce your knowledge by presenting all day in
short exercises leading to 3-10 mins presentations. In this way, you’ll find the
session enjoyable and risk-free; and see yourself progressing at a rapid pace.

Key Learning Outcomes

▪ Diagnose: The process begins by understanding your presentation
objectives, audience avatar and your personal communication style(s)
▪ Design: Learn to develop and craft your message using the HPAC2 Content
Curation Blueprint©
▪ Deliver: Build your stage presence & engage the audience using the
Theatre-based Presentation System© to deliver your message with impact

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•

Junior Executives to Senior Managers
Customer-Facing Personnel
Human Resources
Entrepreneurs & Business Owners
Organisational Developments

Programme Format

Keynote/ Workshop (1-2 days)
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IMPROV(ISE) & INNOVATE
Unlocking Your Team’s Inner Creativity
& Solve Organisational Challenges

Synopsis

This highly interactive creative problem solving workshop that offers a fresh
approach to end energy-sapping idea-generation and decision making sessions.
This session is a combination of Theatre Improvisations 101 with essential
creativity process & tools such as design thinking, that helps you to swiftly
coming up with ideas and solve problems in a fun and interactive way. This
programme uses accelerated & experiential learning strategies where
participants will spend 80% of the time with hands on activities to enhance
learning and sharing.
This session is suitable for individuals and teams from any disciplines and levels
who need to generate ideas to solve business & organisational challenges.

Key Learning Outcomes
▪ Overcome the misconception of creativity that gets in the way of innovation
▪ Understand the philosophy of Theatre Improvisation to enhance your
personal creativity mindset & creative leadership to drive innovation
▪ Learn & apply the ‘Improv(ise) & Innovate’ Hybrid Creative Problem Solving
Framework - Identify, Ideate, Innovate & Inform/Influence - to solve
problems systematically

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•

Junior Executives to Senior Managers
Human Resources
Entrepreneurs & Business Owners
Corporate Teams

Programme Format
Workshop (1-2 days)
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IMPROV(ISE) & IDEATE
A Facilitated Idea-Generation Session for Professionals

Synopsis

Looking for a creative, innovative and fun way to way to solve your business/
organisational challenges?
Participants will be guided through a structured process - a combo of Theatre
Improvisation with Design Thinking tools - to generate ideas quickly in order to
solve a particular challenge. This programme uses accelerated & experiential
learning strategies where participants will spend 80% of the time with hands on
activities to enhance learning and sharing.
Participants will walk away with an action plan of the next steps required to
achieve its objectives.

Key Learning Outcomes
▪ Overcome the misconception of creativity that gets in the way of innovation
▪ Understand the Creative Problem Solving Framework; Identify, Ideate,
Innovate & Inform/Influence
▪ Generate ideas using the ‘Identify & Ideate’ process
▪ Craft an Action Plan to solve the business challenge

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•

Junior Executives to Senior Managers
Human Resources
Entrepreneurs & Business Owners
Corporate Teams

Programme Format
Workshop (Half day)
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POWERED BY ‘PLAY’
Facilitating High-Energy Training Sessions & Meetings

Synopsis

This highly interactive workshop that offers a fresh approach to learn the art
of facilitation using the Tools of Play (TOP) Engagement System©. This system
consists of a combination of Theatre Improvisations 101 with essential tools on
facilitation skills techniques that creates interactivity, fun and accelerate the
process in achieving meeting/ learning objectives. This session will be an
amazing adventure that will give you the tools and basics to run effective,
creative & interactive meeting/ training sessions.

Key Learning Outcomes
▪ Identify the challenges when engaging audience during meetings
▪ Learn the Mindset, Traits and Roles of a Creative Facilitator
▪ Experience “first-hand” repertoire (and behind-the-scenes explanation) of
the Tools of Play (TOP) Engagement System©
▪ Curate and contextualise the T.O.P Engagement System©

Who Should Attend
•
•
•
•
•

Junior Executives to Senior Managers
Customer-Facing Personnel
Human Resources
Entrepreneurs & Business Owners
Organisational Developments

Programme Format
Keynote/ Workshop (Half day - 2 days)
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Communications
Creative Leadership
Corporate Teambuilding
Customer Service Excellence
The Speaking Factory Pte Ltd is a bespoke training & consultancy
firm. Founded in 2011, the firm provides high-energy, experiential
& transformational training approaches to help leaders & their
teams connect, communicate & co-create with impact.
300 Tampines Avenue 5
Income @Tampines Junction
Level 09-02
Singapore 529653
Hotline: (65) 6679 5820
Email: info@thespeakingfactory.com
/ TheSpeakingFactory

